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The Heartwood Traditional range of 
coffins are supplied by JC Atkinson, a UK 
based company known for high environmental 
standards and innovation.

In this brochure you will find a wide range of styles, 
including traditional English coffins, some with 
delicate religious designs, and high quality ‘Italian 
style’ coffins with a high gloss finish. 

We hope that within these pages you will find the 
perfect choice that honours the memory of your 
loved one, safe in the knowledge that each coffin 
is created with exceptional craftsmanship and 
attention to detail.
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Heartwood Solid | J C Atkinson

A selection of traditional 
coffins, manufactured using 
premium wood veneer and 
solid timber at JC Atkinson.

JC Atkinson is an award-
winning company known 
for its environmental best 
practice. All the wood 
used for these coffins is 
sourced  from sustainable 
forests, which have been 
independently verified.

The coffins are suitable for 
cremation and burial and 
offer a choice of internal and 
external fittings.

“I miss you all the time, 
every second, every 
minute, everyday. I just 
want to say goodbye.”
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Barnard 
A traditionally crafted solid aak coffin with feature 
deep panels to the sides and ends. The Barnard has 
a high raised lid and is polished to a rich gloss finish. 
The Barnard can be fitted with handles suitable for 
either cremation or for burial.

Bamburgh 
A similar style to the Barnard, this elegant coffin is 
manufactured from a solid redwood timber (sapele, 
utile or similar FSC certified wood), and polished in a 
high gloss. The Bamburgh can be fitted with handles 
suitable for either cremation or burial.
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Argyle 
A traditional solid redwood coffin (sapele, utile or similar FSC certified timber), 
crafted with square feature panels to the sides and deep solid wood mouldings to 
the lid and base. The coffin is polished with a gloss finish and can be fitted with 
handles suitable for either cremation or for burial.

Collingwood 
A traditional solid oak coffin, again crafted with square feature panels to the 
sides and wood mouldings to the lid and base. The Collingwood is polished 
with a matt finish, giving it a warm and natural feel. The Collingwood can be 
fitted with handles suitable for either cremation or burial.
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“Let us do something 
today which the world 
may talk of hereafter”
Admiral Lord Collingwood
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Lindisfarne 
A traditionally crafted, semi-solid oak 
coffin, with shaped feature panels to the 
sides and ends, a high raised lid and gloss 
finish. This classic coffin can be fitted 
with handles suitable for either cremation 
or burial. 

Grampian 
An exquisitely crafted, semi-solid redwood 
timber coffin  made from Sapele, Utile or 
similar FSC certified wood. The Grampian 
has shaped feature panels to the sides 
and ends, a high raised lid and a rich gloss 
finish. The Grampian can be fitted with 
handles suitable for either cremation or 
burial.
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Ascot 
A traditional solid oak coffin with simple, 
unadorned sides, a raised lid and deep 
moulds to the base. This dignified coffin 
is polished to a gloss finish and furnished 
here with electro brass handles. The 
Ascot can be fitted with handles suitable 
for either cremation or burial.

Hamworth 
Similar in style to the Ascot, but 
manufactured from a solid redwood timber 
(Sapele, Utile or similar FSC certified 
wood). The Hamworth can be fitted with 
handles suitable for either cremation or 
burial.
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Brighton 
A traditionally shaped coffin, specially designed 
to be readily biodegradable. This gentle and 
unassuming coffin is made with high quality 
European pine, finished with a water-based natural 
polish, for a matt appearance.  FSC certified, the 
Brighton comes with solid pine wood handles, with a 
natural, cotton lining.
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Oakham 
A traditionally shaped solid oak coffin with clean 
simple sides and deep solid wood moulds to the 
base and lid. Polished with a gloss finish, the 
Oakham can be fitted with handles suitable for 
either cremation or  burial.

Tamworth
Similar in style to the Oakham, but manufactured 
from an attractive solid redwood timber (either 
Sapele, Utile or similar FSC certified wood). 
Finished in a simple gloss, the Tamworth can be 
fitted with handles suitable for either cremation or 
burial.
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A selection of solid wood 
coffins, classic in design 
and manufactured by our
European partners.

The Classic range builds 
on the Heartwood Solid 
coffins, offering additional 
shapes and finishes, to 
providing a grand and 
luxurious, Italian inspired 
resting place for your loved 
one.

Although illustrated here 
with handles for burial, all 
classic coffins are also 
suitable for cremation. 
Cremation handles may 
therefore differ from the 
ones shown here.
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“Death leaves a heartache no
one can heal, love leaves a 
memory no one can steal.”

The Royal 
The Royal is a solid white Walnut coffin with an intricate 
rose stem motif on the sides and the lid. The Royal is fitted 
with solid brass drop handles, and lined with a luxurious 
white satin interior.
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Imperial 
A solid larch hardwood coffin designed with a shaped raised lid and subtle profiled sides. 
Polished to high gloss finish, this graceful coffin is fitted with solid brass handles and lined 
with a beautiful white satin interior.
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Tribune Walnut
A solid hardwood coffin, this time using a laminate walnut wood veneer. The coffin has soft 
profiled sides and raised lid, polished in a satin finish. The coffin is fitted with solid brass 
handles and has a white satin interior.
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A selection of wood coffins 
created to incorporate religious 
symbols, themes and  Christian 
iconography.

The Requiem range draws upon 
traditional English, Irish and 
Italian designs, and utilises a 
broad selection of solid woods 
and veneers to create varying 
finishes.

There are different levels 
of complexity to the coffin 
ornamentation, all of which are 
made to exacting standards

Although illustrated with handles 
for burial here, all requiem 
coffins are also suitable for 
cremation. Cremation handles 
may therefore differ from the 
ones shown here.
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Trinity Head of Mary
A solid Oak coffin bearing a beautiful ‘Head of Mary’ carved 
on the side panels. The Trinity comes with a shaped raised 
lid, matching wood bar handles and is finished with a rich a 
satin interior in a choice of colours.
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The Vatican
A solid wood coffin, carefully carved with a striking ‘Last 
Supper’ feature panel to the sides. Polished to a high gloss 
finish the coffin is fitted with elegant solid brass handles 
and a beautiful satin interior.
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Trinity Head of Christ 
A magnificent solid oak coffin with the ‘Head Of Christ’ 
carved into decorative panels on the sides, and a gently 
shaped raised lid. The Trinity Head of Christ comes in a 
warm oak, each with matching wood bar handles. 
The rich satin interior is available 
in a choice of colours.
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“When the time comes for 
you to die, you need not be 
afraid, because death cannot 
separate you from God’s love.”
Charles H. Spurgeon

The Shannon 
A clear-finished oak coffin with bridge panels on 
the sides and ends. The Shannon follows a classic 
Irish coffin design and is shown here with brass 
effect metal bar handles. It is lined with a rich satin 
interior, available in a choice of colours .

The Winchester 
A traditional coffin made using a solid oak veneer. Da 
Vinci’s The Last Supper is featured on the side panels. 
The elegant Winchester comes polished in a rich teak 
colour with a gloss finish and a raised lid. The coffin 
is fitted with a lovely satin interior, and i shown 
here with electro brass handles 
and crucifix.
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The Classic
Available in pink, blue and 
cream. The classic consists 
of a deep satin 12” inner 
frill, a quilted pillow and 
matching unisex gown.

Options for presentation inside the coffins

Woodland Interior
Bio-degradable 
Cotton
The Woodland Interior 
comes in cream. It is 
comprised of an organic 
cotton lining with a 9” frill, 
a covered cardboard pillow 
and unisex gown.

The Superior
Available in pink, blue and 
cream. The Superior is a 
satin double-ruffle outside 
folding frill with a deep 12” 
inner frill and matching 
lining. It comes with a 
quilted pillow and matching 
unisex gown.

The Standard 
The Standard is a White  
taffeta 9” frill, a covered 
card board pillow and a 
matching unisex taffeta 
gown.
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